
APPS 
There are 2 apps for Mobile Banking, ANBMN Personal and ANBMN Business.  The customer must 
choose the correct app for the type of relationship(s); Business or Personal.  However, if a 
customer has both personal and business relationships with American National Bank of 
Minnesota, and would like to view all accounts in one app, they will need the ANBMN Business 
App.  You must fill out Business Online Forms in person to add or delete accounts off each 
customer’s access. 
 
ANBMN Personal Enrollment 

1. Go to the website www.anbmn.com  
2. Click on Online Banking. 

 
3. Select Enroll. 

 
4.  The next screen will be where the customer needs to fill out the enrollment page.  Select 

begin enrollment. 

 
 

5. The ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION page is next.  The customer must set up additional 
verification questions.  

 

http://www.anbmn.com/


 
 
 

6.  Terms and Conditions will need to be acknowledged by clicking I agree.  If a customer 
Declines, the enrollment process ends.   

 
7.  The customer must ESTABLISH CREDENTIALS.  Choose a username and password.  

As the requirements are met, a green checkmark will show up next to each 
requirement.  Click Continue. 



 
 

8.  Next the customer needs to SET UP CHALLENGE QUESTIONS from the drop-down list.  
If they choose, don’t challenge me again on this device, the computer or tablet will 
not ask these questions again on that device. 

 
9.  MOBILE BANKING ENROLLMENT – If the customer chooses Enroll it will bring up the 

Main Menu Screen. To use the app, it is best to download on the customers mobile 
device. Use the newly created username and password.  



 
10.  The next screen will ask to enroll in E-Statements.  The customer will need to choose 

enroll or ask me later. 
 

11.  Once the customer has reached the home screen on the app, enrollment is complete. 
The customer will be able to set up notifications, view all relationships, and change 
how they receive statements. 

 

 
E-Statements 
Electronic Statements must be set up by the customer. Their IP address must be attached to the 
statement selection.  It is located on their online banking. 

1.  Have the customer login to their online banking and choose the PROFILE on the top right-
hand corner of their online banking.   



 
 
 

2.  Under PROFILE – choose Electronic Statements by clicking on edit. 

 
3.  Under the Electronic statements, each account and/or loan will have a Delivery method 

selected.  In this example, the customer is set up for Electronic Statements.  A customer 
can select the delivery method and change each account and/or loan to either Electronic 
Statements or Paper Statements.   
 
A banker is unable to change this for the customer. 

 
 
 


